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Probe Calibration Factor: 20k:1
Cable Length - Inside Tank: 2 ft RG-223
Cable Length - Outside Tank: 30 ft RG-223 (20k)
Hermetic Feedthrough Type Supplied: BNC

North Star manufactures a pulsed high voltage probe for voltages of up to 1 Megavolt
known as the “Megaprobe”. This probe consists of a shroud which controls the electric
field configuration and capacitance CHV (referring to Figure 1), and a capacitive tap-off
CMID. The voltage from CMID is applied to a capacitive/resistive network which is one
of the two styles as shown in Figure 1. This network is in a “pomona box” which is
mounted at the oscilloscope . The voltage is matched to the line by a 50 ohm
resistance (not to ground). This probe is “back terminated” and it should not be
terminated with a standard 50 ohm termination.
Installation.
The probe main unit should be attached to a grounded surface near the high voltage
psource.
The output of the probe should be connected as shown in Figure 1. The probe is
connected to a hermetic feedthrough on the tank. There is a blue box always attached
to the probe base, and a cylindrical box at the scope. The total length of cable supplied
is 30 feet. The typical variation in sensitivity with length is 1% lower sensitivity per
additional foot for this particular probe. The exact amount can always be determined by
a direct measurement of the capacitance as measured at the side of the pomona box
which is connected to the scope. If the measured value is CTOT, then the relationship
is:
Cal factor = Nameplate cal factor *(CTOT + actual cable capacitance)/(CTOT + 855 pf)
The high voltage connection is made by unscrewing the nut on the top of the probe. A
lug or other connection can be placed underneath the sphere.
Sensitivity vs. Accuracy
The calibration sensitivity of the standard probe is 20,000:1. The higher the factor, the
slower the probe response. Lower factors are more affected by the length of the cable.

Figure 1 Schematic of Probe system.

Nominal Specifications:
Voltage Hold-off

Droop

Accuracy

1 MV for probes longer than 12 cm.
Pulse durations less than 10 usec
RC = 1 Megohm * CNET
(Example CNET = 3 nf => 3
milliseconds e-fold
3 % typical for times < RC/100
5 % typical for first 30 ns of waveform.

